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TRANSGENIC VIRUS-RESISTANCE PLANTS
AND NEW PLANT VIRUSES

Many genes derived from plant RNA viruses provided by APHIS and by the
expressed in transgenic plants confer Biotechnology Industry Organization.  
resistance against infection by viruses that
were the original source of the genes and in With assistance from the program committee
some cases, by other viruses as well.  As of (appendix C), APHIS developed a list of 18
March 17, 1995, over 240 field tests of questions related to the potential risks of
virus-resistant transgenic plants had been transgenic virus resistance.  The questions
conducted in the United States.  Recently, were categorized as follows: Recombination
the first virus-resistant transgenic plant (ZW and Mixed Infections; Transgenes;
20 squash developed by Asgrow Seed Experiments; and Benefits and Post-
Company) was approved by the U.S. Commercialization Monitoring.  To provide
Department of Agriculture (USDA) for a context for answering the questions, formal
widespread commercial production.  Other presentations were given by leading
virus-resistant plants are likely to be virologists on resistance mediated by viral
commercialized by the turn of the century. coat proteins, movement proteins, replicases,
Although the use of viral genes for and RNA, as well as presentations on
resistance to plant viruses has many potential t r a n s g e n i c  comple -menta t ion ,
benefits, some risk issues associated with the recombination, synergism, and replication.
use of these genes have been raised. Issues concerning the potential effect of gene

The principal issues are associated with the were not addressed.  
possibility that recombination between an
infecting plant RNA virus and a viral RNA After the formal presentations, the workshop
produced from a transgene will result in a participants broke into five groups according
new, problematic virus.  Additional issues to their interests.  There were two groups for
include potential synergism, coat protein, one group for replicase, one
transcapsidation, and other interactions that group for movement protein, and one group
might lead to new or more severe disease to cover other viral genes.  Each group was
problems.    asked to address the 18 questions in terms of

To address these issues, the USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) and the American Institute of
Biological Sciences (AIBS) convened a two-
day work-shop (appendix A) on April 20-21,
1995, in Beltsville, Maryland.  Workshop Even though each group had a specific gene
participants included virologists and others assignment, discussions tended to focus on
with expertise in molecular biology and the likelihood that a recombination event
plant pathology (appendix B). Support was would result in a new, viable, and

flow of transgenes to wild plant populations

their group's gene assignment. 

SUMMARY REPORT OF BREAKOUT
SESSION DISCUSSIONS 
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competitive virus.  Since many of the domains within genes can recombine to form
principles of recombination are not gene active genes) indicate that recombination
specific, much of the groups' discussions between and within viral taxa has occurred
were not specific to any particular gene. over the course of evolutionary time to shape
Therefore, the following summary is not the genomes of modern plant RNA viruses.
organized on a gene-specific basis.  If the However, sequence comparisons of viral
groups identified information related to genomes, as well as current experimental
particular viral genes, this infor-mation was data, indicate that recombination resulting in
included in the summary text.  competitive viruses does not readily (e.g.,

Unfortunately, this summary does not year) occur between viral RNAs of different
comprise a comprehensive record of all the taxa or between viruses and RNAs of either
ideas discussed during the workshop. Rather, plant or viral transgene origin.  
it reflects the discussion of the final plenary
session and attempts to document key points Computer-assisted sequence comparisons
made during the breakout group discussion indicate that RNA recombination between
periods. members of different viral taxa might have

RECOMBINATION AND MIXED considering the large number of plant viral
INFECTIONS RNA sequences that have been analyzed

1) Based on current data, do certain viral inter-taxa recombination events that resulted
taxa appear to have the propensity to in new viruses are thought to be very rare.
recombine? List them in order from least This argues for the integrity of  viral taxa;
likely to most likely.  What is the basis of the viral genes from different taxa are not
order (analysis of related sequences, RNA readily exchanged.
structural motifs, etc.)?

For the purposes of this summary, a viral movement proteins, can complement across
taxon is defined as a virus group, such as the viral taxa, attempts to construct viable
tobamoviruses, which shares common recombinant viruses with chimeric
particle morphology, size, and genome movement protein genes from different taxa
organization and expression.   Most have been unsuccessful. However, viable
workshop participants stressed that our base recombinant viruses have been produced
of knowledge on  recombination and the when a  movement gene from one taxon is
generation of new plant viruses is limited, substituted with a movement gene from a
but growing rapidly.     different taxon (e.g.,  the 3a gene from

Recombination between Viral Taxa

Current theories of modular evolution (i.e., viral replicase genes is unlikely to produce
specific nucleic acid sequences or functional viable virus, since replicases appear to be

growing season to growing season or year to

played a role in shaping the genomes of
luteo, tobra, and potyviruses.  However,

over the past several years, recognizable

Even though certain gene products, such as

cowpea chlorotic mottle virus substituted
with the 30-kDa gene from sunn-hemp
mosaic virus).  Recombination involving
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highly template specific for their undetected because the recombinants may be
homologous virus sequence.  Coat protein noncompetitive (relative to the wild-type or
from one viral taxon has been shown to parent virus) or nonviable.  Some taxa show
encapsidate the nucleic acid of another viral little genetic diversity; others are very
taxon.  However, the resulting chimeric diverse.  It is unknown whether this diversity
virions generally are less stable structurally is due to recombination or some other
than the native virions and therefore less mechanism of genetic diversification, such
able to withstand the rigors of infection and as nucleotide mutations and deletions.
pathogenesis.

Therefore, the importance of recombination molecular evolution, what are the char-
between different viral taxa must be placed acteristics of RNA sequences that
in the proper perspective. There is no recombine?
evidence to support the notion that frequent
recombination events occur between taxa There is no evidence to support RNA/RNA
resulting in viable virus from growing recombination through nucleic acid cleavage
season to growing season.  However, limited and ligation events.  Rather, data support the
evidence does suggest that in an hypothesis that recombinants arise through
evolutionary time frame, recombination replication events that result in the viral
events between viral taxa have resulted in replicase switching from one template to
the generation of new plant viruses and virus another, forming a hybrid nucleic acid
strains.     molecule. This is termed copy-choice

Recombination between Viruses of the
Same Taxon

While the data indicate a lack of transgenes) affect the rates of recombination
recombination between viral taxa, a growing through copy-choice switching.  However,
body of evidence indicates that some evidence indicates that several factors
recombination between viruses in the same may be involved.  For the bromo-viruses and
taxon may be common.  Under both field turnip crinkle virus, recombination appears
and laboratory conditions, and with varying to be associated with RNA replication
degrees of selection pressure, virologists signals either in the form of unique
have been able to detect recombination sequences or secondary structure, which
between members of the bromo, carmo, might promote copy-choice template
diantho, tombus, tobra, and alfalfa mosaic switching.  Other characteristics might
viruses.  Since the scientific literature only include sequence similarity, sequence
focuses on a few viral taxa, virologists are at complementarity (local), and sequence
the very beginning of recombination studies. length.  In particular, shared sequences (e.g.,
The lack of literature documenting the 5' and 3' untranslated regions of some
recombination in a particular taxon does not multipartite viruses) or shared structural
mean that it does not occur.  Indeed, motifs may be sites for recombination.  In
recombination may be occurring but going fact, specific sequences or regions may be

2) Based on current data from virology and

switching.   

It is not yet known what characteristics of
viral RNAs (including RNAs produced by
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hot spots for recombination, but these are not The various techniques field virologists use
well characterized. to identify viruses include serology (ELISA,

The concentration of RNA or its rate of dips, and identification of inclusion bodies);
replication in the cell also may play a role in nucleic acid homology (dot blots and PCR);
the frequency of recombination.  For and host range determinations.  All of these
example, the greater the concentration of techniques are reliable when used properly
RNA, the greater the probability that it can with suitable controls.
serve as a template in copy-choice
switching.  Similarly, the higher the rate of TRANSGENES
replication, the higher the probability of a
replicase undergoing copy- choice 4) Is there a difference in the rate of
switching.  Host plants also exert pressure on recombination in virus-resistant plants
the rate of recombination. For example, expressing a virus transgene compared to
some plants tend to promote the plants that express a virus transgene but are
development of defective interfering not virus resistant or compared to plants
particles, whereas others plants apparently infected with multiple viruses?   
do not.      

3) What data are available on the frequency this question with certainty.  However, a few
of mixed viral infections in crops?  What predictions can be made.  
sources are available to determine the
frequency of mixed viral infections in
commercial crops?  How reliable are these
sources?

Mixed infections are common and can be The likelihood of recombination between a
expected at many field sites.  This is transgene transcript and an infecting virus
especially true in areas where a diversity of will not be great if the plants truly resist
vectors is common (aphids, beetles, thrips, infection.  There would likely not be enough
etc.) or where a single vector may carry RNA from the infecting virus present in the
many different types of viruses.  Virologists cell to make recombination with the
in California frequently have observed transgene transcript a probable event.
multiple viruses naturally infecting vegetable Recombination becomes even more unlikely
crops; there are cases where five or more if the size of the transcript is reduced and its
viruses have been observed in a single plant. sequence modified to eliminate signals or
Mixed infections are very common in hot spots for recombination.  Nevertheless,
perennial crops.  Fruit trees, such as apple, resistance-breaking strains of the virus might
pear, and cherry, are routinely infected with be able to establish successful infections and
multiple viruses.  All in all, the scientific produce sufficient levels of RNA to increase
literature is replete with reports of mixed the probability of recombination.  
infections, but this information has not been
collected into a single database.

RIA, etc.); electron microscopy (SSEM, leaf

There are not many data available to answer

Recombination between Transgene
Trans-cript and Viral RNA to Which the
Transgene Confers Resistance
 

Recombination between Transgene
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Trans-cript and Viral RNA to Which the
Transgene Does Not Confer Resistance 

The rate of recombination between a RNAs compartmentalized in an infected
transgene transcript and viral RNA that can cell?  (In other words, if two viruses do
successfully replicate in the plant will infect the same cell, do they interact
depend on many factors, including the sufficiently to make recombination likely?)
concentration of the two RNAs and other Do recombination rates differ between
characteristics (e.g., the structure of the viral viruses in the same taxon compared with
genome, nature of the viral replicases, etc.) viruses in different taxa?  Is the rate of
that enhance the frequency of recombination that results in a viable virus
recombination.  Currently there are no data higher between viruses in the same taxon
to predict at what recombination frequency compared with viruses in different taxa?
the probability of generating a new plant Sequence information obtained from viral
virus or a viable recombinant becomes RNA genomes indicates that inter-taxa
sufficiently high to make the risk associated recombination that results in a viable
with the use of a transgenic plant unac- competitive virus is rare in anything other
ceptable.       than an evolutionary time frame.

Comparison of Recombination
Frequencies in Plants Having Mixed
Infections with Those Expressing a Viral
Transgene

Is the frequency of recombination between
viruses in a mixed infection different from Co-(or sense) suppression is a phenomenon
the frequency expected between a virus and observed in plants in which the expression of
a transgene transcript?   This question is an exogenous transgene results in the
often asked in relation to the relative risk of suppression of both the endogenous and
using viral transgene-induced resistance. exogenous gene.  This suppression appears
Unfor-tunately, the answer remains to be a post-transcriptional event that likely
unknown, because the recombination rate occurs in the cytoplasm.  It has been
between viruses in mixed infections is suggested that RNA-mediated resistance is a
unknown. Therefore, there is currently no form of sense suppression.  Since this
way of determining how this rate compares process is thought to result in decreased
with recombination rates in transgenic levels of transgene transcripts, the
plants.  probability of recombination should also be

Experiments are needed to answer a number
of questions that relate to the spatial and 6) Is the expression level of both the protein
temporal characteristics of mixed infections, and the RNA of transgenes important with
including the following:  Are all cells respect to recombination or transcap-
infected with both viruses?  Are the sidation?  Is the expression level or accum-

replication cycles of the viruses
synchronized in such a way that copy-choice
switching is likely? Are replicating viral

5) How do plant mechanisms, such as co-
suppression, that alter the expression of
transgenes affect the risk of recombination
between an infecting virus and viral
transgene?

reduced.
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ulation more important? Why?  Should the the genomic make-up of the invading virus.
expression of protein and RNA be Such possibilities are a concern to seed
determined in transgenic crops before their producers and growers because these viral
com-mercialization?             gene constructs would result in an

Compared with plant virus infections, genome of the invading virus is not changed,
transgenes are expressed at very low levels. long-term environmental impacts would not
The implications of these low expression be likely.  Therefore, even though the
levels for recombination are not clear.  Even evaluation of likely trans complementation
assuming that the higher the concentration of interactions should be done by developers of
transgene RNA the greater the chance for new transgenic cultivars, regulatory agencies
recombination, we do not yet know what should not require these types of data before
comprises a meaningful range; what are low commercialization is approved.
and high concentrations of transgene
transcript relative to unacceptable 7) Is type of cell or subcellular location of
recombination rates?  Even though most transgene expression important?  Is it a
workshop participants believed that concern if the transgene is expressed in a
determining the concentration of transgene cell that it is not expressed in during viral
RNA is important to the overall infection? 
characterization of the transgenic plant, the
group was split on whether this information In cases where a plant is a systemic host
should be required before commercialization (virus can be found in all cell types) for both
can proceed.  Similarly, workshop the challenge virus and the virus from which
participants were split on whether the transgene was derived, the cellular
commercialization should await the location of the transgene is not an issue.  The
determination of concentrations of use of transgenic resistance opens the
transgene-derived proteins, such as coat possibility of  new interactions between
protein.  Currently, this information is of no tissue-specific viruses and other viruses.  For
use to regulatory agencies because there in example, if a coat protein transgene from a
no way to factor con-centrations of RNA or phloem-restricted virus is used for
protein into risk determination in a resistance, this would increase the
meaningful manner.  However, good probability of new interactions between the
scientific practice and curiosity  would transgene transcript or its gene product and
demand the information. other viruses that replicate only in

Certain viral gene products produced from infecting viruses).  This new interaction
transgenes, such as coat proteins and might result in modified movement
movement proteins, might have the potential properties, symptoms, or insect transmission
to alter the pathology of an invading virus of the infecting virus.  However, unless a
within the infected transgenic plant (altered recombination event between the transgene
insect transmission due to transcapsidation, transcript and the virus were to occur and
altered cell-to-cell or long-distance result in a viable competitive recombinant
movement within the plant) without altering (see above for discussion of the probability

unsuccessful cultivar, if released.  Since the

nonphloem tissues (e.g., subliminally
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of recombination and selection), the effect recombination.  However, using altered
would be temporary and restricted to the forms of viral proteins may trigger Food and
given plant, field, or crop expressing the Drug Administration regulations under the
transgene. Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act, since

8) Are there ways in which transgenes can diet of consumers, although this should not
be manipulated to minimize their ability to be a problem with translocations or minor
recombine? alterations of the gene sequence.

There are two potentially effective strategies 9) Some scientists have said that interactions
to minimize the risk of recombination.  The between two viruses are rare because the
first strategy would be to design transgenes rep l i ca t ion  complexes  are
that express RNA that has a reduced ability compartmentalized.  However, it is unknown
to recombine by altering or deleting the cis whether the RNA of viral transgenes is
elements required for replication.  This similarly compart-mentalized.  Is
might be done by avoiding transgenes that compartmentalization of trans-gene RNA
contain 5' and 3' ends of viral RNAs important with respect to recombination?
(genomic and subgenomic RNAs). Can the compartment-alization of transgene
However, it is important to note that all the RNA be determined?  What is known about
rules governing this type of recombination compartmentalization of two similar viruses
are not well defined.  The second strategy or two dissimilar viruses in the same plant?
would be to select transgenic plants that
express the desired level of viral resistance
and contain minimal amounts of  the Very little is known about the compart-
transgene RNA.  Lowering the concentration mentalization of replication complexes with
of the RNA should reduce the probability of most virus infections.  Still, evidence exists
recombination.  Even though exact threshold that compartmentalization does occur with
levels for RNA concentration are not some viruses, including tombusviruses,
defined, one may assume that the lower the tobraviruses, and turnip yellow mosaic virus.
concentration, the lower the probability of However, evidence does not indicate that
recombination. compartmentalized replication sites exclude

In resistance strategies not requiring an assumption is that the propensity for a
active viral protein, such as RNA-mediated transgene RNA to recombine with another
resistance, risks associated with RNA depends on the two RNA molecules
recombination can also be reduced if the occupying the same subcellular location.
transgene is constructed to contain several Therefore, the subcellular location of the
translational stop codons, which would RNA is important.   If the risks associated
render the transcript untranslatable.  In with recombination of a particular transgene
protein-based resistance strategies, mutating RNA and another RNA are viewed as
the transgene  to produce a defective protein sufficiently high, it might be possible in the
that still imparts resistance might be another future to direct the subcellular location of the
approach to reduce the risks of transgenic RNA.  However, current data do

this protein might be considered new to the

host RNA or RNA from other viruses.  The
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not indicate a pressing need to make the plants compared with the amount found in a
development of this technology for field of PLRV-infected potatoes.    
subcellular RNA localization a priority for
risk reduction purposes.  Cell biologists and Since every plant in a field of transgenic
virologists currently have the capability to plants would uniformly produce viral
study RNA trafficking in virus-infected cells, sequences, the recombination frequency
but these experiments are very demanding between viral transgene RNA and viral RNA
technically. from a nonrelated virus would probably

10) Will wide-scale deployment of transgenic plants compared with the recombination
virus-resistant plants increase the potential frequency between the chance occurrence of
risk of formation of a new virus?  The two unrelated viruses in a mixed infection.
standard risk assessment equation states risk However, based on obser-vations of natural
= hazard  X frequency (or exposure).  Some mixed infections, RNA sequence data, and
scientists have said that the frequency value laboratory experiments designed to select for
will increase with the use of transgenic recombinants, the likelihood that a viable,
plants because all plants will contain and competitive virus with altered properties,
express the transgene every year.  With such as host range, movement, or virulence,
virus-infected plants, the number of plants will result from this type of recombination is
infected may vary widely from year to year. thought to be low even if the frequency of
If a new virus appears via recombination, the event is increased greatly.  Because
how likely is it that recombination results in transgenic plants resist infection, the
a virus with increased virulence or expanded frequency of recombination events between
host range? viral transgene RNA and viral RNA from the

There was no clear consensus among may actually decrease with the use of
workshop participants on whether wide-scale transgenic plants compared with
use of transgenic plants expressing viral nontransgenic plants.  This should lower the
transgenes would increase the potential risk probability of sufficient numbers of
for formation of  new viruses.  Variables RNA/RNA interactions to generate a viable
such as type of crop, cropping system, and new virus.
environment might need to be considered.
For example, assuming that the widely Many workshop participants pointed out that
prevalent potato leaf roll virus (PLRV) this is actually a population biology
undergoes recombination in naturally question.  As the level of use of viral
infected plants, recombination frequencies transgenes increases in plants, the greater the
between PLRV transgene RNAs and other probability of a recombination event that
viral RNAs may actually be reduced in might result in a new, deleterious virus also
transgenic plants compared with increases.  Therefore, the question that needs
recombination frequencies in PLRV- to be asked is: At what level of use does the
susceptible nontransgenic plants.  The risk associated with recombination in
overall amount of PLRV RNA available for transgenic plants outweigh the agricultural
recombination might be less in transgenic and environmental benefits of resistance?   

increase with wide-scale use of transgenic

homologous virus or closely related viruses
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11) Is genomic masking/phenotypic mixing be greater than in nontransgenic plants.  A
important biologically for certain taxa? uniform field of plants producing coat
Assume that the coat protein gene protein increases the probability that a virus
engineered into a transgenic plant is from a that is new to that crop (not a new virus) can
virus strain that is widely prevalent in that replicate and spread from plant to plant or
crop in the United States.  Does this field to field.  The chances then become
minimize the risks associated with genomic greater that the virus will encounter another
masking/phenotypic mixing?  Are there plant containing the necessary coat protein
additional risks if the coat protein gene was that can transcapsidate the viral genome,
derived from a virus not present in the allowing the virus to continue to be
United States, but from the same host plant? transmitted.  However, for transcapsidation
Or what if the coat protein gene was from a to have an impact on the spread of a new
viral strain commonly isolated from different viral disease, the only factor limiting the
host plants? successful infection of the new host with the

Coat proteins produced by one virus in an insect vector or another characteristic that
infected plant or by translation of coat can be complemented by the coat protein
protein transgene RNA can partially being generated by the transgene RNA.
(phenotypic mixing) or entirely (genome Most likely, however, numerous other
masking) encapsidate the RNA of a second factors limit the ability of a virus to
virus that occurs in the same plant.  Both of successfully infect a new host (e.g., lack of
these phenomena are referred to as trans- proper movement functions, etc.).  
capsidation.  With transcapsidation, any
biological property that can be attributed to Alternatively, the potential short-term risks
the coat protein of the first virus, such as associated with transcapsidation might be
insect and seed transmission, might lower with large-scale use of transgenic
temporarily be imparted to the second virus; plants compared with the risks associated
however, since the genome has not been with transcapsidation as a result of natural
changed, these new properties are not mixed infections.  The concentration of
transmitted to subsequent generations of the transgene-derived coat protein in transgenic
second virus.  Genome masking/phenotypic plants is much lower than in plants infected
mixing has been documented to be important naturally by viruses.  Therefore, in
in the biology of some viruses, such as the transgenic plants there might be less chance
luteoviruses.  However, it is generally seen of transcapsidation than would occur in
as an artifact of mixed infections rather than mixed infections.
a biologically significant phenomenon.  This
is true even if the engineered coat protein is 12) If viral synergism has been documented
new to the United States or to the crop. between two viruses in a crop plant and a

The temporary nature of these events of them is developed, should the interaction
indicates that they pose little, if any, long- of the transgene with the other virus be
term risk.  However, the relative impact of evaluated? How?
trans-capsidation in transgenic plants might  

virus must be the lack of an appropriate

transgenic plant expressing a gene from one
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It was the consensus of the workshop to occur in the above situation in a small,
participants that if synergy is known to occur contained field test (less than 10 acres),
between two viruses and one of them has would you support the addition of noncapsid
sequences expressed in transgenic plants, the viral genes to the notification process for
transgenic plant should be challenged with field testing under APHIS oversight?  
the second virus to determine if a
synergistic-like interaction occurs. The definition of levels of selection pressure
However, most parti-cipants felt that this and comparison with natural levels is an
was a quality issue that should be a concern important concept, because this will allow
only to plant breeders and seed producers, for better extrapolation from laboratory
since there is no long-term agricultural recombination studies to what might happen
impact because the plant would not be in the field.  High selection pressure is
commercially competitive.  The broader defined as conditions that favor the
environmental impacts of synergism were recombinant virus, for example, a situation
also thought to be minimal by most where the virus is not viable unless a
participants, although they merit further recombination event occurs.  Low selection
evaluation.  For example, if a viral transgene pressure would be a situation where the
was introgressed into a population of wild novel phenotype does not confer a
relatives (e.g., from sunflowers to wild competitive advantage to the recombinant
relatives), would potential synergistic under the conditions of the experiment.
interactions between the transgene and Natural conditions can encompass both high
viruses that infect the wild relative have a and low selection pressures; however, in
significant impact (negative or positive) on nature selection will normally be against the
the population of wild relatives?   Gene flow recombinant (assuming the recombinant is
issues were not addressed by the workshop viable) since it is often less adapted to the
participants. environment.  Although the frequency of

EXPERIMENTS on anecdotal evidence and studies that have

13) Experiments in which recombination has
been detected between a transgene and a The time frame for recombination between a
virus have been performed under some level virus and a transgene RNA, if it occurs, is
of selection pressure.  Define high, not fixed.  Recombination might occur in the
moderate, and low selection pressure as it first cell the virus infects, or it might occur
relates to these types of experiments.  How after several weeks of infection, if at all.
do "natural" conditions relate to these Moreover, because the probability of
levels?  How often does recombination generating viable competitive virus through
happen between a virus and a transgene? In recombination in nature is subject to all the
what time frame? evolutionary forces that shape all living

For all breakout groups except coat protein: meaningful recombination events might be
If in your opinion recombination is unlikely years, decades, or centuries.

such recombination resulting in a viable
virus is unknown, it appears to be low based

been conducted to date.

organisms, a more suitable time frame for
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The workshop participants agreed that that the mutated form of the 126K transgene
APHIS should expand the list of viral genes RNA recombined with the wild-type gene
that should be covered under their contained in the infecting virus.  In order for
notification procedures for field tests under this experiment to be successful, the mutated
10 acres.  The participants agreed that the 126K transgene must not confer resistance to
risk considerations for coat protein (currently ToMV infection and the 126K transgene
on the list for notification) are the same as must not act in trans to overcome the Tm1
those for other known viral genes, and resistance gene.  If trans complementation is
therefore the list should be expanded.  The a problem with the intact gene, attempts can
one qualification to this was that native be made to only use that portion of the 126K
movement proteins should not be added to gene that overcomes Tm1 resistance. 
the list because there is a high probability        
that these proteins will be active in trans and
affect the distribution of other plant viruses
within the plant.

14) Design an experiment where the pressure are more relevant than those
recombination rate between two viruses (or conducted under high selection pressure for
two strains) is to be determined under low the assessment of risk associated with
selection pressure? Under moderate recombination of transgene RNA and viral
selection? Under high selection pressure? RNA.  This is because low selection pressure
Could this experiment be performed in experiments  more closely reflect field con-
growth chambers, in greenhouses, or in the ditions.  However, these experiments are
field?  How many plants might be needed? more difficult technically because the
Which viruses, strains, or taxa might be recombinants will rarely have a competitive
candidates for evaluation? advantage over the infecting wild-type virus.

Experiments Under High Selection
Pressure

An example of an experiment to determine
the frequency of recombination under high Virologists can also use the same
selection pressure could be carried out using ToMV/Tm1 system described above to
tomato mosaic virus (ToMV) and ToMV- conduct low selection pressure experiments.
resistant tomatoes (those containing the Tm1 For example, use of  tomato plants that do
resistance gene).  In this system, a mutation not have the Tm1 resistance phenotype and
in the 126K open reading frame of the that express the 126K mutant would allow
ToMV genome allows this virus to for wild-type ToMV infection.  At various
overcome Tm1 resistance.  Therefore, Tm1 intervals (days, weeks, months, etc.) progeny
tomato plants expressing the mutant form of virus can be harvested from these plants and
the 126K gene could be challenge-inoculated used to inoculate tomato plants containing
with wild-type ToMV.  If the plants become the Tm1 resistance gene.  Only recombinants
systemically infected, this would indicate containing the 126K mutation could

Experiments Under Low Selection
Pressure

Experiments conducted under low selection

Therefore, recombinants must be detected
through the use of molecular markers such
as RNA sequence, or biological markers
such as infection of indicator plants.
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successfully infect these plants.  However, Viruses from infected papaya would be
proper controls will be crucial for this sequenced to determine if PRV-w mutated to
experiment to be meaningful; for example, a p type and jumped host range from
determining the natural rate of formation of cucumber to papaya.  Second, to assess the
Tm1 resistance-breaking strains under these potential impact of transcapsidation or
experimental conditions.    recombination, PRV-HA 5-1-infected

An important question is the relative rate of protein gene of PRV-w would be co-planted
recombination in mixed infections compared with uninfected papaya.  Papaya plants could
with recombination between viral transgenes then be monitored to determine if non-aphid
and intact replicating viral RNA.  To assess transmissible PRV-HA 5-1 was transmitted
the potential recombination rates between to papaya and whether its transmission was
two viruses (or strains) in a mixed infection, mediated through mutation, transcapsidation
suitable biological markers, such as of PRV-HA 5-1 RNA with PRV-w coat
divergent host ranges, could be identified protein, or recombination between PRV-HA
that would allow for the selection of 5-1 RNA and PRV-w transgene RNA.  With
recombinants after a set period of time of appropriate controls, these experiments
infection in a common host.  For example, should provide an assessment of frequency,
progeny of a mixed infection of any two and therefore potential risk, associated with
viruses could be inoculated to a wide range mutation, transcapsidation, and
of indicator plants to look for phenotypic recombination. 
variants (host range/symptoms) that might
indicate recombination between the two A physical approach that is independent of
original viruses.  Variants can be isolated virus phenotype would be to simply perform
and sequenced to determine if recombination PCR on viral RNAs from mixed infections
occurred. or from infected plants containing viral

Workshop participants proposed field to each viral sequence: primers to each virus
experiments that would assess the rate of in a mixed infection or primers to the virus
mutation, transcapsidation, or recombination and to the transgene sequence.  PCR
between two isolates of papaya ringspot products would be obtained only if
virus (PRV) with the selectable markers recombinants were present.  To quantify this,
being aphid transmissibility and host range. additional primer pairs would be used in
These experiments would use  two isolates which each pair amplifies a nonrecombinant
of PRV: PRV-w, which infects cucumber form of one of the parent viruses or
and not papaya; and PRV-p, which infects transgene RNA sequence.   The ratio of the
both cucumber and papaya.  Both the w and products that require recombination for PCR
p forms of the virus are aphid transmissible. to work to those that do not would give an
PRV-HA 5-1  (a coat protein mutant) is a estimate of the recombination frequency.
non-aphid transmissible isolate of PRV-p. One can also sequence hundreds or even
First, to assess background mutation rate thousands of independent cDNA clones for
from PRV-w to PRV-p, PRV-w-infected viruses from a mixed infection or from
cucumber would be co-planted with papaya. transgenic plants infected with a virus.  The

transgenic cucumber expressing the coat

transgenes.  PCR primers would be specific
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ratio of recombinants to nonrecombinants how the risks associated with recombination
would provide a direct measure of the can be minimized, if necessary.
recombination frequency.

15) Given that funding for risk assessment the best option for the USDA Risk
research is limited and assuming that the Assessment Program would be to focus on
experiments described are equally feasible, recombination risks associated only with
which one do you think would be most large-scale (commercial-scale) use of
informative and relevant to the issue of transgenic plants, since experiments
commercialization of virus-resistant trans- conducted on a smaller scale or in the
genic crops? laboratory are difficult to relate to large-scale

There was a consensus that experiments that overestimate or underestimate the level of
assess recombination frequencies under low risk associated with recombination.  It was
or zero selection pressure would be the most suggested that USDA support a major 2- to
relevant to what might be expected under 3-year effort on a comprehensive survey of
field conditions.  Experiments should be transgenic plants once they are commercially
conducted with mixed infections as well as deployed. This should be an exhaustive
with transgenic plants that exhibit virus study with proper controls (nontransgenic
resistance.  plants).   It should be undertaken by a team
Caution was raised at the meeting that even of scientists led by a plant pathologist and
though these experiments might be including molecular biologists, statisticians,
scientifically interesting, they might not truly population biologists, ecologists, and
reflect the risks (or lack of risks) associated epidemiologists.
with large-scale plantings of transgenic   
crops.  When the probability of new virus
formation is assessed in terms of population BENEFITS AND POST-
biology and ecology rather than molecular COMMERCIALIZATION MONITORING
biology, recombination frequencies only
present one small part of the risk assessment 16) What are the expected potential benefits
picture.  Factors such as viability, stability, of using transgenic plants? 
fitness, competition (both within the plant
and from cropping season to cropping Since the expected potential benefits of
season), and virulence play dominant roles transgenic virus resistance have been
in assessing potential risk. discussed in other reports, they are not

While experiments conducted at low following potential benefits were identified
selection pressure are important, experiments by the workshop participants: increased
that provide a clearer picture of how yield, reduced pesticide use to control
recombination occurs between viruses and vectors, improved crop quality, increased
between a virus and a transgene RNA are potential for multiple virus resistance traits,
also important.  Data gained through these and decreased seed certification costs.  In
experiments will provide important clues to addition, viral transgenes may be the sole

A few workshop participants suggested that

use.  Small-scale experiments will either

addressed in detail here.  However, the
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source of resistance for some viruses. resistance are greater than the risks.  

17) When a transgenic virus-resistant plant
becomes available on the market, would
monitoring of the plants for the generation 18) Given that many different types of genes
of a new virus derived from the transgene be may be used as sources of resistance, are
feasible?  Is current disease monitoring for certain genes of more concern than others?
new viruses adequate to detect a new virus? Certain viruses? Why?
Are there effective measures currently
available to minimize the impact of the In general, insufficient data exist to support
occurrence of a new virus on agriculture?  generic statements about the relative level of

Regular monitoring of all transgenic plants particular viral transgene in wide-scale
for the production of new plant viruses commercial plantings.  More study is
would not be feasible.  Only recombinants needed; each gene/plant/environment
that result in new diseases or more severe combination will present a different set of
forms of existing diseases are important issues requiring varying degrees of analysis.
from an economic perspective, and these However, the use of transgenes for wild-type
would be readily detected by growers and movement proteins to confer resistance is of
seed producers.  Recombination events that greater concern than other viral genes
result in new viruses that produce no new products.  Data indicate that 
symptoms or disease (in economically
important plants or native plants) are only
important from an evolutionary perspective.
However, data suggest that the frequency of
occurrence of these new viruses resulting
from recombination events in transgenic
plants will be low and may not be
significantly different from the frequency
experienced in mixed infections or genetic
variability that occurs naturally within a
given population of virions in an infected
plant or field of infected plants. However,
more research will provide a better
understanding of the significance of recom-
bination events in transgenic plants and in
mixed infections.  With or without the use of
transgenic plants, new plant virus diseases
will develop that will require attention.  No
technology is risk free; a determination will
need to be made whether the benefits
associated with the use of  transgenic virus

concern associated with the use of any
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movement proteins have a high probability
of acting in trans and thereby altering the
movement patterns and,  potentially, the host
range of infecting viruses.  In addition,
transgenes from exotic viruses (viruses not
known to occur in a given geographical area)
also present a heightened level of potential
risk.  Although it is equally unlikely that a
viable virus might result from recombination
between an indigenous virus RNA and an
exotic or nonexotic viral transgene RNA, the
progeny containing the exotic sequences
might represent a greater hazard as those
viruses may not have had previous
opportunities to recombine during mixed
infections.
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Rebecca Grumet
Michigan State University

Coat-Protein-Mediated Virus Resistance in Plants

In 1986, Powell-Abel et al. (30) produced transgenic tobacco plants expressing the coat
protein (CP) gene of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and found that they were more resistant to
infection by TMV than were the nontransgenic controls.  This initial demonstration of the
feasibility of CP-mediated protection was followed by a host of examples; by the end of 1994,
there were more than 50 published reports of genetically engineered CP-mediated plant virus
resistance in various systems.  The different viruses for which resistance has been demonstrated
represent at least 13 different groups and include positive sense, negative sense, single-  and
double-stranded RNA viruses and at least one DNA virus.

The type and extent of protection conferred by a given coat protein gene is variable
depending on the type of virus and the individual transgenic line.  There even can be variation
among different individuals or families derived from the same line and possessing the same gene
at the same location in the genome (e.g., 34).  In general, upon infection with the virus from
which the gene was derived, the inoculated leaves of  the transgenic plants show fewer viral
lesions that do control plants, and/or systemic spread of infection is prevented, delayed, or
reduced.  There are also examples where plants transformed with a coat protein gene initially
become infected and then later recover (e.g, 7, 16).  In the majority of cases, virus accumulation
is reduced or absent.

The theoretical basis for the use of coat protein genes as possible virus resistance genes
originally came form two directions, classical cross protection and pathogen-derived resistance.
In classical cross protection, it is possible to protect a plant from the effects of infection by a
severe virus by preinoculating the plant with a mild strain or mutant of the virus (5, 29).
Although the mechanism of cross protection is still not understood clearly, one hypothesis
suggests that the coat protein of the first virus interferes with an early stage in the life cycle of
the second virus, such as attachment,  entry, or uncoating.  Pathogen-derived resistance, states
that it should be possible to disrupt the normal pathogenic cycle by causing the host to express
a pathogen gene at the wrong time, in the wrong amount, or in a counterfunctional form (33).
Native or altered viral-derived genes might be used to interfere with various stages in the viral
life cycle such as uncoating, translation, replication, cell-to-cell or long-distance movement, or
vector-mediated transmission.

In the case of coat proteins, which have many roles in the life cycle of the virus, there is
good evidence to indicate that the mechanism of protection is not the same in every virus-CP-host
combination.  One feature of CP-mediated resistance that might reflect  mechanism is the
relationship between the extent of protection and the level of CP expression.  One might predict
that higher levels of CP would result in greater protection, and in several experiments the level
of protection observed was directly correlated to the amount of CP present [e.g., alfalfa mosaic
virus (AlMV) 10, 17; potato virus X (PVX) 9, 11; rice stripe virus, 8].  For AlMV and TMV,
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transformation with translationally defective CP genes that could produce RNA but not protein,
showed that it was the coat protein molecule and not the coat protein mRNA that conferred
resistance (31, 43).  In several systems, however, particularly for members of the potyvirus,
luteovirus, and tospovirus groups, the protection conferred by the CP gene appears to be partially
or completely due to the viral-derived RNA rather than the CP.  This type of resistance is not
within the scope of this summary and will be discussed in a later section by Dr. W. Dougherty.
In some cases, such as tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) both RNA and protein may be involved
in conferring protection (27, 39).

For TMV and AlMV there is good evidence to suggest that interference with uncoating
is a key component to the protection.  If transgenic TMV- or AlMV-CP expressing plants or
TMV CP expressing protoplasts are inoculated with whole virions they are protected against
infection, but if they are inoculated with naked viral RNA, they are not protected (24, 42).  On
the other hand, transgenic plants expressing the coat proteins of some potex-, carla-, and
nepoviruses (1, 2, 9, 19) were protected against infection even when inoculated with viral RNA.
In these cases some step other than, or in addition to, interference with uncoating must be
affected.  In the case of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), whole plants were protected against
systemic infection by both virions and RNA, but protoplasts were protected only against virions
and not against RNA (25).  These observations suggest that more than one mechanism may be
operating, one at the cellular level likely to involve interference with uncoating, and another at
the cell-to-cell movement or whole plant level.  Similarly, Wisniewski et al. (44) found limited
spread of TMV after initial infection with RNA.  Interestingly, with AlMV there are transgenic
lines that are not protected against RNA, but there are other lines that are protected against RNA
(36), again suggesting that more than one mechanism may be involved.

Several hypotheses for the mechanism of CP action, such as interference with uncoating,
translation, or replication, depend on interaction between the transgene-expressed CP and the
viral RNA.  There are some instances, however, where the ability to interact with the RNA may
not be sufficient to confer resistance.  Although the CPs of two strains of tobacco rattle virus
(TRV) are capable of reciprocal encapsidation, the CPs only confer protection against the
homologous strain (41).  Other experiments suggest that an amino terminal portion of the protein
that is not essential for viral assembly is critical for CP-mediated protection; possibly via
interaction with a host factor.  Although changing the second amino acid of the AlMV CP did not
alter the ability of the CP to bind AlMV  RNA in vitro, the mutant CP no longer conferred
resistance to infection (38).  Further, although binding and assembly functions of potyviruses are
thought to reside in the trypsin-resistant core portion of the CP, transgenic melon plants
expressing only the core of the zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV) CP gene were only
partially resistant to ZYMV  infection, whereas those expressing the full length CP were
completely resistant (4).  Similarly, removal of the amino terminus of the CP of the potexvirus
potato acuba mosaic virus eliminated the ability to confer protection against virus infection, while
on the other hand, mutation in a domain thought to be essential for viral assembly did not reduce
the level of resistance observed relative to the full length CP (15).
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It should be noted than in many cases it has been possible to overcome the CP-mediated
resistance with increasing concentrations of viral inocula [e.g., TMV, 30; AlMV, 37; soybean
mosaic virus, 35; TSWV, 18; watermelon mosaic virus (WMV) 22].  On the other hand,
comparable levels of resistance were observed over a range of inoculum levels for several viruses
including CMV (3), potato leaf roll virus (12), potato virus S (19, 20), and arabis mosaic virus
(1).  From an applied point of view,  greater levels of protection would be most valuable, but
perhaps the most critical factor is whether the levels of resistance are sufficient for  inoculum
concentrations likely to be encountered in the field via vector mediated transmission.

Where it has been tested, CP-mediated protection has been effective against insect-
vectored [aphid (6, 12, 14, 32, 40), leafhopper (8) and whitefly (13)] transmission.  In contrast,
the CP of TRV conferred protection against rub inoculation, but not against nematode
transmission, possibly due to the large number of virus particles injected during nematode
feeding (28).

As with naturally occurring virus resistance genes, strain specificity and breadth of
protection are important questions, and different genes vary in their specificity.  As a general rule,
the plants are best protected against the virus (or strain) from which the CP gene was derived, but
in many cases, the transgenic plants also were protected against additional virus strains and/or
related heterologous viruses.  Although percent homology is clearly not the only factor involved,
there is often a general correlation between the extent of protection and the relatedness between
the challenge virus and the virus from which the CP gene was derived (21, 23, 26, 41).  In other
cases specific strains are capable of overcoming resistance.  Interestingly, the ZYMV strains that
have been found to overcome ZYMV-CP mediated resistance in melon also can systemically
infect Nicotiana benthamiana, a species that is not normally a systemic host for this virus
(Grumet et al. unpublished).

As a final comment, a critical question--and one that makes this workshop relevant--is
what is the performance of these materials in the field?  The possible ecological implications of
viral recombination only become a serious issue if we are dealing with large-scale agricultural
production of transgenic viral gene-expressing plants.  The majority of the field experiments (ca.
75% of  the USDA permits issued from 1987-1993) have been performed by industry.  Although
little has been published regarding field trial performance, those reports that have been published
have been encouraging.  Perhaps more importantly, Asgrow Seed currently has transgenic CP-
expressing ZYMV- and WMV-resistant squash cultivars approved and ready for market.  Other
virus-resistant crops are likely to become available in the near future.  From here, only time will
determine the real effectiveness and long-term stability of this strategy for conferring
commercially valuable levels of resistance in large-scale production systems.
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Movement Protein-Mediated Resistance

The potential use of virus movement proteins as sources of genes for resistance to virus
infection was predicted following research in the late 1980s that identified viral genes that are
responsible for local virus spread (3).  The first example of such resistance was demonstrated
through the work of Malyshenko et al. in 1993 (5).  These workers described transgenic plants
that carry a temperature sensitive (ts) mutation in the movement protein (MP) of tobacco mosaic
virus (TMV).  Transgenic plants that carry this tsMP, when held at the nonpermissive temperature
for 14-days prior to inoculation, reduced the rate of infection caused by TMV compared with
control plants.  Furthermore, plants that carried the nonmodified 3a gene of brome mosaic
comovirus were resistant to infection by TMV.

Lapidot et. al. (4) described a mutation in the movement protein of TMV caused by a 3-
amino acid deletion that resulted in a dysfunctional movement protein (dMP).  Transgenic plants
that carried the dMP were resistant to TMV and a number of other tobamoviruses.  Resistance,
although not complete, caused a restriction in numbers of multicellular infection sites, and a
reduction in the rate of local and systemic spread of virus infection.

Cooper et al. (2) used these transgenic tobacco plants to demonstrate that the dMP of
TMV conferred resistance against a number of nontobamoviruses, including alfalfa mosaic
ilarvirus, peanut chlorotic streak caulimovirus, tobacco rattle tobravirus, tobacco ringspot
nepovirus, and potato virus Y potyvirus.  Resistance against nontobamoviruses was, however,
different from the resistance against tobamovirus in these transgenic plants.  Whereas the dMP
restricted the local spread of the tobamoviruses, it apparently did not do so in the case of the
nontobamoviruses.  The heterologous viruses tested were capable of infection and local spread
but were restricted in movement from the inoculated leaf to upper noninoculated leaves; with the
result that there was reduced accumulation of virus in upper leaves, and significant reduction in
the development of systemic disease symptoms.

Beck et al. (1) reported that transgenic tobacco plants that produce a mutant of the p13
protein of white clover mosaic potexvirus (WCMV) strain O (p13 is one of the triple block
proteins implicated in local spread of potexviruses) exhibited resistance to the O, M, and J strains
of WCMV.  Some transgenic lines were also resistant to potato virus X and narcissus mosaic
potexvirus, and potato virus S carlavirus; there was no resistance to TMV.

The cellular and molecular mechanisms of resistance conferred by the dMP of TMV are
currently under study.  It is proposed that the dysfunctional MP prevents the accumulation of the
movement protein of the challenge virus in such a way that the MP of the challenge virus is
unable to complete its function.  Interference of function could be at the level of multiprotein
interactions, of the targeting of the protein to the cell wall or to plasmodesmata, or interference
with association of the MP with nucleic acids, the modification of  the plasmodesmata structure
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and/or function, or other mechanisms.

A prominent feature of studies with the dMP of TMV is that the activity of the
dysfunctional movement protein as a resistance gene is correlated with the finding that transgenic
plants that carry the nonmodified (wild-type) MP accelerate the local and systemic spread of the
heterologous viruses for which resistance by the dMP is effected.  This supports the suggestion
that the dysfunctional MP interferes with a function that is common amongst a number of plant
viruses.  Furthermore, this observation supports the conclusion that it would be unwise to use a
wild type, functional movement protein as a gene for resistance, since plants that carry such a
gene are likely to have increased susceptibility to certain other viruses.

Since the dMP does not interfere with infection but interferes with the spread of the
disease agent, its application in agriculture will likely rely on the development of trans genes
whose dysfunctional movement protein produces a phenotype that results in a strong interference
of the homologous virus as well as heterologous viruses.  It is unclear whether or not highly
resistant or immune plants can result from the application of this technology; additional research
is necessary to address this issue.

When considering the likelihood that a dMP could be acquired by a challenge virus in
transgenic plants, one considers the likelihood that  a dMP could be acquired through
homologous or nonhomologous recombination.  It is possible that such an event could occur, but
the likelihood of creating a new virus is considered to be highly remote since there are no known
examples in which nonhomologous and cellular mRNA sequences have been acquired through
plant virus infection and retained as a functional element of a replicating RNA virus.  There also
is little evidence of exchange of sequences related to movement proteins amongst virus groups
as a result of mixed infections.  Although there may be sequence domains or motifs that are
recognizable amongst movement proteins of different viruses, whether they evolved from
common ancestral genes or were acquired through exchange through the evolutionary time of
virus development is not clear.  Furthermore, the use of dMPs as resistance genes would seem
to have certain advantages, because, in order to cause a functional change in a MP, it would be
essential that the domain acquired fit with sequences of the challenge virus to alter its host range
or pathogenicity.  While the remote possibility of this event is acknowledged, the likelihood of
its occurrence is viewed as extremely low.
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Replicase-Mediated Resistance 

Transformation of plants with plant viral replicase sequences, resulting in induction of
resistance was first reported in 1990, employing the 54-kDa read-through region of the TMV
replicase gene transformed into Nicotiana tabacum (11).  This concept has now been applied to
a number of other viruses (enumerated below) and other plants; it has been reviewed by Carr and
Zaitlin (8) and by Baulcombe (3).

The characteristic features of "replicase-mediated resistance" are the high degree of
resistance shown both to viral and to RNA inocula, and the narrowness of the specificity (i.e.,
resistance is shown only to the virus from which the replicase gene was derived and to very
closely related strains or mutants).  In most cases examined, there is a substantial inhibition of
virus replication in initially inoculated cells and some limited cell-to-cell movement, but the
infection does not spread from the inoculated leaf and no systemic disease develops.  To all
practical purposes, the plants are immune from disease.

What viral sequences are required for resistance induction?  A precise answer to this
question is not possible.  As seen in the following table, a number of different constructs have
been utilized, ranging from full-length genes to mutated or truncated versions.  In most cases
constructs have been engineered to ensure that a protein can be translated from the construct, but
its translation may or may not be required.  Furthermore, transformation with full-length and
functional replicase genes does not always lead to resistance (10,11,19).

All of the answers as to mechanism are not in hand; there is strong evidence that there is
no universal answer to replicase-mediated resistance.  Indeed, in my laboratory we have made
the case for several mechanisms being involved in a given system (i.e., CMV in tobacco).  We
have shown that, in addition to a substantial suppression of virus replication, there is an inhibition
of long-distance transport postulated to result from inhibition of entry into the vascular system
(9) and a shut-down of the plasmodesmata resulting in a lack of cell-to-cell movement
(unpublished study in collaboration with W. Lucas).

A case has been made for an RNA-mediated mechanism for replicase mediated-resistance
of potato virus X in tobacco.  In essence, those plants that express the highest level of transgene
mRNA show the least resistance and vice versa (3).  On the other hand, with another virus in
another replicase gene-transformed host, namely, alfalfa mosaic virus in alfalfa, those plants
expressing the highest level of replicase protein showed the highest level of  resistance (6).  We
have presented evidence from in vitro studies that the TMV 54-kDa resistance requires a
functional protein (7), implicating a protein-mediated mechanism in that system.

The only conceivable scenario in which the replicase could pose a supposition of risk
would be if a replicase-resistant plant was to become virus infected, and the replicase gene in that
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virus would recombine with the replicase sequence from the transgenic plant.  Recombination
between an infecting virus and coat protein-encoding transgene from a virus has been
demonstrated (12), under conditions where a strong selection had to be introduced for the
recombinant to be expressed.  Although analogous recombination could occur between the
transgenic replicase sequence, in my opinion it would be very unlikely that a recombinant virus
would contain a functional replicase, or that the recombinant virus would have any selective
advantage over the infecting virus.  Replicases by their nature are very specific, replicating only
the specific virus from which they are derived and closely related viruses.  They will not replicate
host mRNAs or RNAs of unrelated viruses.  Additionally, exchanges between replicase
sequences from unrelated viruses will in all likelihood be nonfunctional; replicase genes
frequently overlap with other viral genes or they contain sequences for subgenomic promoters.
Thus, sequence exchanges between replicases could perturb other viral functions, resulting in loss
of viability.

Table.  Summary of viral gene constructs used to engender replicase-mediated resistance.

                                                         Replicase Read-through ORF's                      References
Tobacco mosaic tobamovirus Unmodified 54-kDa       11
Pea early browning tobravirus Unmodified 54-kDa       15
Pepper mild mottle tobamovirus Unmodified 54-kDa         4

                                              Viruses Where Gene Is Translated Directly from a
                                                            Subgenomic or the Genomic RNA
Potato virus X potexvirus Unmodified full-length, truncated,      5,14
                                                                         or mutated GDD
Cymbidium ringspot tombusvirus Unmodified full-length       17
Cucumber mosaic cucumovirus Truncated or full-length         1
Tobacco mosaic tobamovirus Modified 183-kDa       10
Alfalfa mosaic alfamovirus Mutated GDD         6

                                            Viruses Where Genes Are Derived from Polyprotein(s)
Potato virus Y potyvirus Unmodified full-length or      2,13
                                                                         truncated
Cowpea mosaic comovirus Unmodified full-length       18

                                                                Viruses with Overlapping Genes
Potato leaf roll luteovirus Unmodified full-length       13
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RNA-Mediated Transgenic Virus Resistance

Virus resistance can be engineered in plants by expressing transgenes that code for RNA
species that are not translated into proteins.  Four RNA-based strategies have been examined that
result in the expression of either a sense RNA, an antisense RNA, a defective interfering (DI)
RNA, or a satellite RNA.  Plants expressing transgenes that encode an antisense RNA (1,2,3,4,5),
and DI RNA (6), or a satellite RNA (7) have been constructed and a minimal level of protection
from virus-induced disease symptoms has been observed.  Current results would not support the
development and deployment of these transgenes as effective antiviral strategies.  Surprising
results have been achieved with sense RNA-mediated resistance (8,9,10,20), and this strategy is
the focus of this section.

Sense RNAs, expressed from transgenes, represent RNA sequences that are identical (or
nearly identical) to host or virus coding sequences.  It has been observed with plant genes, that
the expression of exogenous transgenes can, in some instances, suppress the expression of the
endogenous host gene homologue (11,12,13).  This effect on plant gene expression has been
coined sense (or co-) suppression.  A similar effect also appears to be functioning during virus
resistance, and the expression of a sense RNA can result in the dramatic suppression of virus
replication (9,10).  Sense RNAs can be either translatable, and code for a protein, or
untranslatable, and not code for a protein.  Untranslatable sense RNAs are generated in two ways:
The AUG initiation cordon can be deleted (9) or changed to a sense codon, or termination stop
codons can be positioned just downstream of the initiation codon (8).  Translatable and
untranslatable sense RNAs are able to induce an extreme level of virus resistance suggesting the
protein product derived from the translatable sense RNA transgene is not involved in the process
(10).  Only the untranslatable sense RNA strategy that induces an extreme level of virus
resistance will be discussed as there are inherent benefits to this approach in its simplicity (only
RNA no protein) and in possible risks posed.

Sense RNA-mediated resistance (10,14) functions in a manner quite distinct from
pathogen-derived resistance (15) or dominant negative mutations (16,17), the underlying rational
upon which the other antiviral approaches discussed at this meeting are based.  For these other
strategies, the expectation is that the transgene-derived product competes or interferes with the
viral genome-derived homologue during replication.  This competition results in an aborted or
altered replication cycle and a plant phenotype in which disease symptoms are attenuated.  In the
cases of sense RNA-mediated resistance, the expectation is that a cellular system is activated
which specifically eliminates particular RNA sequences (10,11,14).  The system can be "pre-
programmed" by over expressing a transgene that contains viral sequences.  Quantitative and
qualitative elements of the transgene transcript are important in programming the response
(11,18).  Once the cellular system is activated, it rapidly eliminates the RNA species being
targeted.  In the case of a transgene expressing a sense RNA comprised of viral sequences, this
results in the low steady state level of the transcript even though the gene is being actively
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transcribed at a relatively high rate (10,18).  If the cell is infected with a viral genome from which
the transgene was derived, the viral sequence contained in the genomic RNA will also be targeted
and eliminated, resulting in a highly resistant state in which no virus or viral RNA can be detected
(19).  The cellular system appears to be quite specific, and preliminary data suggests RNAs that
share ~ >90% homology will be recognized. 

Sense RNA-mediated virus resistance has been extensively tested in greenhouse studies
(8,10,18) and in field settings (20).  Highly resistant germplasm, identified in greenhouse tests
has functioned as expected during 3 years of field tests.  Highly resistant tobacco etch virus
(TEV) or potato virus Y (PVY) transgenic lines remained free of TEV or PVY delivered via
mechanical inoculation or aphid vectors (20; Dougherty, Wernsman, and Whitty, unpublished
observations).

The brief summary above describes the current status of RNA-mediated resistance and
attempts to define the fundamental differences between sense RNA-mediated resistance and
pathogen-derived resistance schemes.  The benefits of this and other antiviral technologies in the
near term will be the increased production and quality of fruits and vegetables of annual plants.
However, the real benefit of this technology will be realized when fruit and nut trees and
caneberries and other perennial plant species are protected from virus infection.

There are risks associated with antiviral strategies (21,22,23).  The real questions center
on the significance of these risks (28).  Are transgenic plants different from virus-resistant hybrid
lines established via classical breeding methods, and do transgenic plants provide a new
environment not currently available that will increase the chance of selecting virus variants?

One can argue that an untranslatable sense RNA strategy minimizes the risks (real or
perceived) while maximizing the effectiveness of this technology.  Many of the perceived risks
associated with antiviral strategies focus on the protein product or the genetic material of the
transgene being incorporated into or temporarily used by another viral pathogen to alter host
range or pathogenicity (21,22).  Transcomplementation (24,25), transencapsidation (26), and
recombination (27) have all been cited as potential problems.  The untranslatable sense RNA
strategy negates concerns about transencapsidation and transcomplementation as no protein
product is produced.  RNA recombination between a viral genome and an untranslatable
transgene transcript also should not pose a problem as it should lead to a lethal recombination
event.  Additional stop codons can also be strategically placed in the untranslatable sense RNA
to ensure protein can not be made and that a viable recombinant will not form.

Another consideration is that a transgene produces a level of  viral protein sufficient for
an allergic response.  This is not an issue with the untranslatable sense RNA resistance, as no
protein is produced.  In strategies that produce a protein it also should not be an important
concern.  Naturally occurring virus infections produce protein levels that far exceed transgene-
derived protein levels, and surveys of most vegetables in the marketplace would test positive for
plant viruses.
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Finally, there is concern that viral transgenes will genetically move to weed species
(29,30,31).  There are two components to this scenario.  The genetic material must not only move
into the germinal tissue of the weed species but must also provide a selective advantage to that
species.  Companies that develop transgenic lines will likely deploy these traits in varieties that
they can control using a male sterile background, thereby minimizing concerns of gene flow in
these crop species.  In cases where a male sterile containment strategy is not practical, gene flow
may be possible.  However, I am unable to document examples of classically bred virus
resistance that has moved into related species to create a more fit species.  Usually, weedy
relatives of domesticated crop species are inherently better able to deal with pathogens.
Examples of endogenous plant species being held in check by virus infection are also lacking.
If the transgene expressing the untranslatable sense RNA were to move, it may be possible to
prevent the establishment of virus resistance.  Key in establishing the antiviral state is transgene
copy number and the level of transgene transcription.  We are just beginning to appreciate the
nuclear requirements to establish virus resistance; however, it should be possible to select for
transgene configurations that, when outcrossed, no longer induce the resistant state.
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Transgenic Complementation

Genetic complementation is a powerful tool to dissect relationships between genes and
their protein products.  Complementation can provide information regarding the location of
mutations, domains within proteins affected by mutations, and cis/trans relationships among
proteins.  Complementation between viruses typically involves coinfection of cells with two
mutants and scoring a significant increase in virus activity compared to either mutant
individually.  Despite the relative ease with which genomes can be manipulated, however, genetic
complementation has not been used widely as a means to study plant RNA viruses.  We have
been using a transgenic complementation strategy to investigate functions of proteins encoded
by tobacco etch virus (TEV), a representative member of the large and diverse Potyviridae
family.

The TEV genome is approximately 9.5 kb in length, and it encodes a large polyprotein
that undergoes co- and post-translational processing (9).  Polyprotein cleavage is catalyzed by
three TEV-encoded proteinases (P1, HC-Pro, and NIa),  yielding at least 10 distinct products (6).
Most of  the viral proteins participate in either catalytic or accessory roles during viral RNA
replication.  At least two proteins [HC-Pro and capsid protein (CP)] are required for cell-to-cell
and systemic movement through plants, as well as transmissibility by aphids.  A single protein,
CP, provides the encapsidation function.  Given that all viral proteins arise through proteolytic
processing, it is possible that some proteins possess unique function within the context of a
polyprotein intermediate.  This would increase the complexity of activities that TEV proteins may
perform.  Further, some TEV proteins may function a soluble, trans-acting factors, whereas others
may function only within an immobile complex or in association with the specific RNA molecule
from which they are encoded.

To identify and understand potential cis and trans interactions among TEV proteins,
transgenic complementation has been pursued.  This strategy involves production of transgenic
plants that express the coding sequence for either mature or polyprotein forms of TEV proteins
and testing the ability of  these to complement TEV mutants possessing defects in the same
coding sequences.  These plants can also serve as sources of protoplasts to quantitatively assay
for complementation of mutants in a cell culture system.  All of these studies have employed a
TEV variant that expressed the reporter protein, -glucuronidase (GUS).  Genome amplication,
cell-to-cell movement, and systemic movement can be quantitated quickly using colorimetric or
fluorometric assays for GUS (5).

Several RNA replication functions can  be provided in trans by transgenic hosts.
Nonviable variants with either point or deletion mutations within the NIb (polymerase) coding
sequence can be complemented in transgenic plants or protoplasts expressing the NIb protein (8).
Similarly, replication-debilitated mutants lacking the P1 coding sequence are stimulated in
transgenic plants expressing the P1 proteins (10).  However, several mutants containing defects
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affecting other TEV replication-associated proteins or proteinases cannot be complemented in
transgenic plants (7; M.C. Schaad and J.C. Carrington, unpublished observations).  These data
suggest that some viral functions involved in RNA replication can function in trans, whereas
others may have specific polyprotein or cis requirements.

Movement functions performed by CP and HC-Pro can be supplied by transgenic hosts
in trans.  Mutations within the core region of CP debilitate encapsidation and all intercellular
movement.  Capsid protein expressed in transgenic plants can complement both cell-to-cell and
long-distance movement defects of  these mutants (3, 4).  Mutants with alterations in the N- or
C-terminal regions of CP or the central region of HC-Pro are cell-to-cell movement  competent
but fail to move systemically.  These mutants can be complemented in transgenic lines expressing
CP or HC-Pro, respectively, although the efficiency of complementation varies depending on the
specific mutation (2, 4).

The relevance of  these genetic studies to transgenic risk issues is not yet resolved.  A
trans-active viral function supplied by a transgenic host could conceivably stimulate replication
or movement of a heterologous virus.  It has been demonstrated that expressing the 5'-terminal
region of the potyvirus genome in transgenic plants is sufficient to stimulate potato virus X
(PVX) in a manner that mimics the classic synergism response upon potyvirus/PVX coinfection
(1).  The potential trans-activation risks should be minimized, however, in transgenic strategies
involving expression of defective or nontranslatable viral genes.
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RNA Plant Virus Recombination

RNA recombination, a process that unites two previously distinct RNAs, relies on the
ability of the viral replicase to switch templates during the synthesis of viral RNA.  The process
was first studied in animal RNA viruses and phage (reviewed in 1) and more recently in plant
RNA viruses (2-4).  The importance of RNA recombination to virus-resistant transgenic plants
is that the sequence of viral RNA expressed in a transgenic plant may be available for
recombination into a challenging virus.  The evaluation of  this concept is the focus of  this
meeting and research in my laboratory.  We have sought to determine if a transgenic viral RNA
expressed by a transgenic plant is available to a replicating RNA virus for recombination.

Our bioassay for recombinant virus is based on the requirement of cowpea chlorotic
mottle virus (CCMV) for a functional capsid gene to support systemic movement (5).  Nicotiana
benthamiana was transformed with the 3' two thirds of  the CCMV capsid gene.  Transcripts from
this truncated gene were insufficient to provide the transformants with resistance.  These plants
were challenged with a CCMV deletion mutant lacked the 3' one third of the capsid gene and was
incapable of  systemic infection.  Thus a systemic viral infection could occur only if a functional
capsid gene was restored through recombination between the transgenic insert and the
challenging deletion mutant.  Three percent of  the inoculated plants became infected
systemically.  Recombinants were confirmed by identification of markers in the recovered viral
RNA that were present originally only in the transgenic insert.  Recovery of viable virus indicated
that in our system viral RNA transcribed by the transgenic plant was available to the replicating
virus in quantities adequate to support RNA recombination.

Analysis of the recombinant virus indicated that each was derived from a unique aberrant
homologous recombination event.  Several recombinant viruses provided symptoms on cowpeas
that distinguished them from wild-type CCMV.  All mutants mapped to a distinct area of  the
capsid gene, which apparently codes for a region of  the protein that is tolerant of  modification.

Transgenic N. benthamiana expressing the same CCMV insert as described above were
challenged with a second bromovirus, brome mosaic virus (BMV), which also was denied
systemic movement by a deletion introduced into the 3' region of the capsid gene.  Systemic
movement of BMV in several transgenic plants suggested restoration of the BMV capsid gene.
Sequences of several PCR-amplified cDNAs from these plants indicated that numerous
recombination events had occurred.  However, the initial sequences did not reveal a functional
capsid gene.  Thus the RNA sequences identified were likely from a collection of  heterogeneous
molecules generated by RNA replication.  The chimeric nature of  the recombinants suggested
that RNA recombination incorporated RNA from various sources into the viral genome.

Our data suggests that the viral RNA in virus-resistant transgenic plants may also be
available to replicating RNA viruses that challenge transgenic plants.  Theoretically, chimeric
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viruses generated by such recombination events will provide material for the process of natural
selection.

While virus-resistant transgenic plants are resistant to a limited number of closely related
viruses, these plants continue to be susceptible to other viruses.  Additionally, numerous viruses
that are incapable of causing systemic infections replicate in initially inoculated cells.  Thus we
anticipate that in the field many viruses will have an opportunity to recombine with the transgenic
insert.

Multiple viral infections of a single plant are thought to have provided opportunities for
RNA virus recombination.  Although there are numerous descriptions of more than one virus
present in a single plant, there is little data to support the hypothesis that two RNA viruses
replicate simultaneously in the same plant cell.  Exceptions appear to be infections where
transencapsidation has been observed and perhaps synergistic infections.

During a systemic infection the virus moves from cell to cell initiating and completing the
replication process as it proceeds; therefore in infected plants, the virus is not replicating
continuously in each cell.  Thus multiple infections may represent several distinct viral infections
that have proceeded through the plant at different times.  In this situation, opportunities for RNA
recombination may be limited.  In contrast, in virus-resistant transgenic plants expression of the
viral insert is driven by a constitutive promoter, which ensures the presence of  the viral insert
in each cell that may be challenged.  Thus the potential for RNA recombination in virus-resistant
transgenic plants may be greater than in plants naturally infected by several viruses.

RNA recombination apparently occurs more often in some plant virus groups than others.
Conserved among the plant RNA virus groups is a small amino acid motif in the viral-encoded
polymerase that suggests that the viral replication mechanism is conserved.  If  the replication
mechanism is conserved, recombination differences may reflect the affinity of  the replicase
complex for its template rather than fundamental differences in replication.  Although it may
appear that recombination is less likely if  the transgene is from a virus that recombines
infrequently, the frequency at which transgenic inserts are involved in recombination will more
likely reflect the recombination frequency of the challenging virus rather than the frequency of
the virus from which the transgene was derived.
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Viral Synergism

Plants are commonly exposed to multiple viral infections and interactions between co-
infecting pathogens that may be antagonistic or synergistic.  Antagonistic reactions may render
a host plant infected with one virus resistant to subsequent infection with a related virus (cross
protection).  The mechanisms involved in such antagonistic interactions are currently the focus
of intense research in a variety of host/virus systems.  Using a transgenic plant approach,
investigators have determined that the expression of individual virus genes can result in resistance
to subsequent virus infection.  This line of experimentation has yielded valuable clues to the basic
mechanism of cross protection, as well as being of practical significance.  However, since the
mechanisms by which virally encoded resistance genes mediate protection are not completely
understood, the question of  the safety of  this biotechnological breakthrough has been raised.

One potential risk in the use of virus-encoded genes to confer protection involves another
class of viral interactions that occurs very commonly in plants, viral synergism.  In contrast to
cross protection, the importance of  the synergistic-type viral interactions in understanding viral
disease has not been extensively studied and is just beginning to come to light.  Many plant
diseases are caused by the interaction of two unrelated viruses in the same host plant, and more
examples are reported each year.  Thus, although synergism has been known since 1925, we may
be just beginning to understand the extent and complexity of such interactions in nature.  Our
recent work indicates that at least one of these viral synergistic diseases, the interaction of potato
virus (PVX) with any of a number of viruses in the potyviral group of plant viruses, can be
mimicked by expressing a subset of  the potyviral genome in transgenic plants and then infecting
the plant singly with the second virus of the synergistic pair, PVX.  Thus viral genes expressed
in plants for the purpose of cross protection may interact with an unrelated virus to produce a
synergistic disease instead of  the expected resistance.  It is not known if other viral synergisms
are also mediated by such "synergism genes" or if there are different classes of synergism that
are induced by different classes of viral genes.  Since viral synergisms are common in plants and
most are completely unstudied,  basic research into the mechanism of plant viral synergism is
warranted, and should include a number of model viral systems.
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Virus Replication

With the imminent use of transgenes derived from viral sequences used to protect plants
from diseases caused by specific viruses, there is some question about the probability of creation
of conditions that would cause the development of new viruses that could cause diseases.  One
question is whether there are characteristics of  the replication strategies of some viruses that
would favor or decrease this probability.  However, there appear to be other questions that
perhaps are more prominent in this process.  It has been shown that recombination between
viruses and transgenes can occur as can recombination between viruses in multiple infections.
It appears that with enough opportunity recombination between different viruses and transgenes
will occur.  The more important questions are first whether the resulting recombinant would
participate in the replication process and systemic infection process within the plant and become
a factor in nature, and secondly whether the new virus would be a disease-causing agent.

The first question is a population biology question.  The vast majority of progeny virus
do not function in the replication process.  Most progeny viral RNAs are encapsidated into
virions and remain in the cell with no further function and are finally degraded as the leaf  is
degraded.  They are not copied in the replication process within the cell, they do not move to
adjacent cells to establish an infection, they do not move to newly developing areas of the plant,
and they are not transmitted by a vector to another plant.  The probability of a new recombinant
becoming a factor in progeny populations is affected by its competitiveness, by selective forces,
and by its competition.  A new recombinant in a cell containing a million competing RNAs is
likely not to produce progeny, even if it is much more competitive than its competition.  An
effective combination of selective forces and lack of competition is needed for recombinants to
effectively survive.

If a new hybrid virus was developed that effectively survived in nature, the probability
would be low that it would cause disease in plants.  When one considers all species of plants and
all plant viruses, the likelihood that a randomly chosen virus would infect any randomly chosen
plant is minute.  Systemic infection of a plant by a virus generally is required for production of
disease.  There is a low probability that a newly created virus could systemically infect any new
plants.  Also, most viruses that can systemically infect a plant do not cause disease in that plant.
Thus, even though a new virus was created that was able to systemically infect a new plant, it is
unlikely that it would cause disease in that plant.

Thus the prediction of  the probability of development of new virus diseases resulting
from recombination of  between existing viruses and viral sequences in transgenes would be
largely dependent on a better understanding of  the population biology of viruses in cells and
movement within plants and a better understanding of  how viruses cause diseases.
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Appendix A

AGENDA
USDA-APHIS Workshop

Transgenic Virus-Resistant Plants and New Plant Viruses
Holiday Inn (Grand Ballroom B, C, D)

10,000 Baltimore Boulevard
College Park, Maryland

FRIDAY, APRIL 21, 1995

8:15 a.m. Welcome Dr. Sue Loesch-Fries, Chair
Purdue University

Dr. Clifford Gabriel
American Institute of Biological
Sciences

8:30 a.m. Moving into the Future: Questions,
Reasoning, and Probabilities Science Advisor

Dr. Sally McCammon

USDA-APHIS

8:50 a.m. Regulatory Issues Dr. James White
USDA-APHIS

9:10 a.m. Coat Protein-mediated Resistance Dr. Rebecca Grumet
Michigan State University

9:30 a.m. Movement Protein-mediated
Resistance Scripps Research Institute

Dr. Roger Beachy

9:50 a.m. BREAK

10:15 a.m. Replicase-mediated Resistance Dr. Milton Zaitlin
Cornell University

10:35 a.m. RNA-mediated Resistance Dr. William Dougherty
Oregon State University

10:55 a.m. Transgenic Complementation Dr. James Carrington
Texas A&M University

11:15 a.m. Virus Recombination Dr. Richard Allison
Michigan State University

11:35 a.m.-1:15 p.m. LUNCH (on your own)

1:20 p.m. Viral Synergism Dr. Vicki Vance
University of South Carolina
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1:50 p.m. Viral Replication Dr. William Dawson
University of Florida

2:10 p.m. BREAK

2:30 p.m. Break-Out Sessions Meet

a. Coat protein (Group 1)
Coat protein (Group 2)

b. Movement proteins

c. Replicase proteins

d. Other viral genes
(VPg, protease, helper
component, cylindrical
inclusion, nucleocapsid)

Grand Ballroom B, C, & D
Prince George Rooms A & B

Maryland Room B

Maryland Room A

Baltimore Room

6:00-7:30 p.m. DINNER*
(Sponsored in part by the
Biotechnology Industry
Organization)

Grand Ballroom A

8:00 p.m. Break-Out Sessions
(continued)

*During dinner, there will be a presentation by Dr. Bernice Slutsky, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency entitled "Oversight of Plant Pesticides."

SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1995

8:00 a.m. Break-Out Sessions Same meeting rooms as
Friday

Noon LUNCH (on your own)

1:30 -2:45 p.m. Break-Out Sessions
(continued)

2:45 p.m. BREAK

3:00-5:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. Reports of Break-Out Sessions
General Discussion
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Adjourn Grand Ballroom B, C, & D

Appendix B

Workshop Participants

Ms. Marti Asner Dr. Judith Brown
U.S. Department of Agriculture University of Arizona
14th & Independence Ave, S.W. Department of Plant Sciences
Room 1001, RP-E Forbes Building 303
Washington, DC  20250-2200 Tucson, AZ  85721

Dr. David Bays Dr. Jozef Bujarski
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Northern Illinois University
Office of Pesticide Programs/BPPD Plant Molecular Biology Center
2805 Crystal Drive Montgomery Hall, Room 325
Crystal Station, 5th Floor DeKalb, IL  60115
Arlington, VA  22202

Dr. John Beringer Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
University of Bristol P.O. Box 2180
School of Biological Sciences 2510 Sam Noble Parkway
Woodland Road Ardmore, OK  73402
Bristol  B58 1UG, UNITED KINGDOM  

Dr. David Bisaro U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Ohio State University Office of Pesticide Programs/BPPD
Plant Biotechnology Center 401 M Street, S.W. (7501W)
201 Rightmire Hall Washington, DC  20460
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